START TO LIVE 39 PRESENTS

OUR COMMON WELFARE SHOULD COME FIRST

SPEAKER JAM

- 2PM - DOORS OPEN
- 2:30-6PM - SPEAKERS
- 6PM - CLEANTIME
- COUNTDOWN & MAIN SPEAKER
- 7PM - NAME THAT TUNE
- 8PM - $4 DANCE

SAT AUG 13 2022

2PM TO 10PM

FOOD, STL MERCHANDISE & REGISTRATIONS AVAILABLE FOR SALE ALL DAY

SOUTH AVENUE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
733 SOUTH AVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15221

NEED MORE INFO? CONTACT RICHARD P. @ 412-612-9373 OR RON R. @ 412-872-7506 OR EMAIL INFO@STARTTOLIVE.ORG